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1 Introduction

The trajectory of the world population is changing, with important economic and policy
implications. Birth rates are declining in richer countries (Kearney et al., 2022; Doepke
et al., 2023) and in poorer countries (Jayachandran, 2017), so the size of the world
population is projected to peak and then decline (Spears et al., 2024). The effects of on
long-term economic growth (Jones, 2022) and on the climate (Scovronick et al., 2017) are
two of many reasons why population change has emerged as a core policy question—
highlighted, for example, with a chapter in the most recent Economic Report of the
President (Council of Economic Advisors, 2024).

And yet, the assessment of social welfare when population size is endogenous remains
a longstanding theoretical problem (Dasgupta, 1995; Golosov et al., 2007; Cowen, 2018).
In the case of a fixed population, for instance, average welfare increases if and only if total
welfare does. But if populations can vary in size, then these criteria no longer coincide.
Tools such as social welfare functions and cost-benefit analysis are the engines of policy
economics (Sunstein, 2024), but it is unclear how to extend them to questions of policy
change.

Recently, a common approach has been to suggest that social preferences should be
incomplete with respect to certain different-sized populations, not ranking them with
respect to whether they are better, worse, or exactly as good. In this paper, we study such
approaches, first, characterizing the form of the social welfare function it implies, and,
second, providing a limitative result about the consequences of such incompleteness.

Our starting point is the paradigm for constraining the form of the social welfare
function introduced by Harsanyi (1955). Harsanyi showed that, given standard axioms
of rationality governing individual utility functions, similar axioms of rationality for the
social planner, together with a mild form of “ex ante” Pareto axiom, tightly constrain the
functional form of the social welfare function. In this paper, we develop an extension of
the Harsanyi approach to variable-population comparisons, where comparisons across
these different-sized populations may be incomplete.

In more detail: In his fixed population setting, Harsanyi assumed that the social
planner has preferences satisfying the standard von Neumann-Morgenstern axioms:
Completeness, Transitivity, Independence, and Continuity. Because our interest is in ex-
ploring possible incompleteness for variable populations, we here impose Completeness
only over populations of the same size, dropping it between populations which vary in
size. As is well-known, given Completeness, the standard Archimedean property of von
Neumann-Morgenstern is derivable from Continuity. But without Completeness it is
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no longer derivable, so we impose it directly. A result of McCarthy et al. (2021) shows
that if preferences satisfy these axioms (Transitivity, Independence, Continuity, and the
Archimedean property) they are represented by an “expected multi-utility”, that is:

• There is a set Φ of functions ϕ mapping outcomes to real numbers, each of which
completely and transitively orders the final outcomes, and

• One lottery is at least as good as another if and only if its expectation of ϕ is at least
as great for all ϕ ∈ Φ, and strictly better if and only if its expectation is at least as
great for all ϕ and strictly greater for some ϕ.1

Our first main result shows that these constraints on social preferences, together with
a Pareto-like axiom that social preferences respect first-order stochastic dominance for
individuals in lotteries (which we call “Personal Good”), and minimal further background
assumptions, allow us to characterize the form of the social-welfare function available
for proponents of this kind of incompleteness. In particular, we show that, if social
preferences satisfy Expected Multi-Utility and Personal Good, then social preferences
take the form of “Expected Critical Band Generalized Utilitarianism.” This already tightly
constrains our approach to choices under uncertainty, and rules out several prominent
treatments in the philosophy literature.2

Critical Band Generalized Utilitarianism allows for incompleteness in ranking pop-
ulations of variable size. Our second result shows that a plausible dominance axiom,
recently introduced into the philosophy literature, rules out even this incompleteness.
Given this “Negative Dominance” axiom, which can be thought of as a further rationality
constraint on social preferences in the spirit of Harsanyi, we can further move from
Expected Critical Band Generalized Utilitarianism to a complete social welfare order-
ing, induced by Expected Critical Level Generalized Utilitarianism. In fact, Negative
Dominance, Personal Good, and our background assumptions, on their own rule out
incompleteness even in same-number cases. (The completeness of the social welfare
ranking for these cases is an assumption of our first result.) The argument based on these

1Versions and close conceptual variants of this approach can be found in a wide array of works,
including Seidenfeld et al. (1995); Shapley and Baucells (1986); Dubra et al. (2004); Nau (2006); Evren (2008);
Evren and Ok (2011); Ok et al. (2012); Galaabaatar and Karni (2012, 2013); Riella (2015); Gorno (2017); Hara
et al. (2019); McCarthy et al. (2021); Ok and Weaver (2023); Borie (2023).

2Danan et al. (2015) provide representations in the spirit of Harsanyi when both individual and social
preferences are incomplete. We do not assume incompleteness over outcomes in individual preferences,
we make stronger assumptions about the background space of possible outcomes for individuals, enforce
completeness in same-number cases, and impose further axioms to guarantee the existence of an expected
multi-utility.
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two principles thus strengthens the case for completeness in social welfare, in both the
same-number and variable-number cases.

Much of the paper is spent providing the characterization without Negative Dom-
inance. But since Negative Dominance is a new axiom, and since its implications for
this style of approach are striking, we provide the following Motivating Example to
illustrate how Personal Good and Negative Dominance combine to force completeness.
The example concerns two lotteries, each over two populations: in the first, p∗, there
is a 0.5 chance of a population with three people (i, j, k) at welfare level u, and a 0.5

chance of a population with one person (i) at level u. (In the example, columns represent
populations, and rows represent people.) In the second lottery, q∗, there is a 0.5 chance of
a population with two people (i, j) at level u, and a 0.5 chance of a different two people
(i, k) at level u.

p∗︷ ︸︸ ︷ u u

u ⋆

u ⋆

 ∼

q∗︷ ︸︸ ︷ u u

u ⋆

⋆ u

 (Motivating Example)

These lotteries concern different sized populations. One might think that these
populations should be unranked with respect to one another. But the following informal
description of our axioms will show the key idea for how such incompleteness is ruled
out.

Axiom 1* Personal Good (informal). Consider two lotteries over variable-population social
outcomes. If each potential person has the same probability of existence in both lotteries then:

• If each person faces the same individual prospect for lifetime utility in the two lotteries, then
the two lotteries are equally good.

• If some people face individual prospects in the one lottery that stochastically dominate their
individual prospects in the other, and everyone else faces the same individual prospects in
the two lotteries, then the first lottery is better.

Axiom 2* Negative Dominance (informal). Consider two lotteries over variable-population
social outcomes. If no outcome in the support of the first lottery is at least as good as any outcome
in the support of the second lottery, then the first lottery is not strictly better than the second.

This axiom was introduced in Lederman (2023) as a plausible dominance principle for
incomplete betterness. One standard dominance principles states that, if every outcome
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in one lottery is strictly better than every outcome in another, then the first lottery is
strictly better than the second. Negative Dominance states a similar idea for a lack
of betterness between outcomes: there can be no strict betterness for one lottery by
comparison to another without at least weak betterness between one outcome of the first
and one outcome of the second.

These axioms already rule out particular forms of incompleteness in the above exam-
ples. In particular, Personal Good requires that the two lotteries are equivalent in the
social welfare order. Any small improvement of any one u to u+ ε would make one of
p∗ or q∗ better than the other, according to Personal Good. Negative Dominance then
requires that some of the outcomes be comparable (that is, socially at least as good).

Multi-Utility is a natural framework for incomplete population ethics if the source
of incompleteness is indeterminacy of the critical level of lifetime wellbeing for adding
a new life. In this case, each ϕ could have a different critical level. For example, each ϕ

could have the form of Critical-Level Total Utilitarianism, such that ϕ(u) =
∑

i (ui − cϕ)

for each outcome u with individual utilities ui, but the critical utility level for adding
a new life cϕ would differ across different ϕ in Φ. In other words, an economic analyst
might be attracted to a multi-utility framework if she is comfortable with a standard,
complete ordering of fixed-population, risk-free social distributions, but she also believes
the critical level of utility to compare existence with non-existence is vague.

In our Motivating Example, as Proposition 1 below will demonate, Personal Good
and an Expected Multi-Utility framework imply that for each ϕ,

ϕ (2 people with u-lives) =
1

2
ϕ (1 person with a u-life) +

1

2
ϕ (3 people with u-lives) .

This linear3 relationship imports the additive structure of Expected Multi-Utility to create
an additive structure for variable-population social welfare. Then, Negative Dominance
restricts the incompleteness of final outcomes, so all ϕ agree. With these facts, we apply
classic results from the population economics literature to characterize a complete and
fully-additively-separable family of social welfare functions called Expected Critical-
Level Generalized Utilitarianism. In so doing, we extensively build upon the definitions
and results of Blackorby, Bossert, & Donaldson (2005), which hereafter we abbreviate
BBD.

3In Jensen’s functional equation, if 1
2φ(x) +

1
2φ(y) = φ

(
1
2 (x+ y)

)
, then φ is linear.
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2 Setting and notation

Let N denote the set of positive integers, N the set of non-empty finite subsets of N, R the
set of real numbers, and R++ the set of positive real numbers. For a set D and any n ∈ N,
Dn is the n-fold Cartesian product of D. Also, for any two sets D and E, DE denotes the
set of mappings from E into D.

The set of potential individuals who may or may not exist is countable, and will be
represented by the natural numbers N. Only a finite non-empty subset of individuals
exist in any realized outcome. That is, in any outcome, a population N exists: N ∈ N .

We consider a welfarist framework where the only information necessary for social
decisions is the utility levels of people alive in a certain state of affairs. An outcome’s
welfare information is given by u = (ui)i∈N ∈ RN , where N is the population, and ui ∈ R
is, for each existing individual i, the lifetime utility experienced by i. Although we make
use of the standard topology on R to assume continuity in utilities, beyond this we
assume only that lifetime utilities are ordered and have the cardinality of the continuum.

We let U =
⋃

N∈N RN denote the set of outcomes (which we will also call “popula-
tions”) in which at least one individual exists. For each u ∈ U , we denote N(u) the set
of individuals alive in u, and n(u) the number of individuals alive in u. For two any
outcomes u and v such that N(u) ∩N(v) = ∅ (that is, u and v are distributions of utility
for two disjoint populations), we denote uv the outcome where the two populations are
combined. Formally, it is the outcome w such that N(w) = N(u) ∪N(v), wi = ui for all
i ∈ N(u), and wj = vj for all j ∈ N(v). Abusing notation where the context allows, we
will write ux for the population that adds one person at utility x to u and xixj for the
two-person population consisting of one person at utility xi and one at xj . In the case
where N(u) and N(v) have non-empty intersection, we let uv denote the combination
of u with a permutation π of v such that N(u) and N(π(v)) have empty intersection.

Similarly,
k times︷ ︸︸ ︷

uu . . .u or ku will denote the combination of k disjoint permutations of u.
We assume that it is not always known for sure what the final utility vector will be nor

what set of individuals will exist. Our mixture space of interest is L, the space of all finite
lotteries on U . A lottery p ∈ L is a function p : U → [0, 1] such that p(u) > 0 for only a
finite number of u ∈ U and

∑
u∈U p(u) = 1. Where it is clear in context, we will sometimes

write u for the risk-free lottery p(u) = 1. For any finite set of outcomes u,v, . . .w ∈ U , we
will write ⟨u,v, . . . ,w⟩ for the lottery which assigns an equal probability to each outcome.

The goal of this paper is to characterize a social welfare preorder ≿ on L, with the
normative interpretation that p ≿ q means that p is at least as good as q and p ≻ q means
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that p is better than q. As a preorder, ≿ is assumed to be reflexive and transitive, but we
are specifically interested in the case where ≿ may be incomplete.

Throughout we assume the following axioms for sure outcomes. Although these may
be contentious in the philosophical population ethics literature, we expect that they will
be noncontroversial in the population economics literature. We will refer to them below
as the Basic Axioms.

Axiom 3 Same-people Pareto for sure outcomes. For any u,v ∈ U , if N(u) = N(v) and if
u ≥ v then u ≿ v; if, moreover, ui > vi for some i ∈ N(u), then u ≻ v.

Axiom 4 Same-people continuity-in-utilities for sure outcomes. For any u ∈ U , the sets
{v ∈ U |N(v) = N(u) and v ≿ u} and {v ∈ U |N(v) = N(u) and v ≾ u} are closed in RN(u).

Axiom 5 Same-number anonymity for sure outcomes. For any u,v ∈ U , if n(u) = n(v)

and there exists a bijection σ : N(u) → N(v) such that vσ(i) = ui for all i, then u ∼ v.

3 Background: Incomplete population ethics and expected multi-utility

3.1 Variable-population social preorders

Definition 1 Critical-Set Generalized Utilitarianism. There exists a continuous and increasing
function f : R → R and a nonempty critical set for lifetime utility S ⊆ R, such that, for any
u,v ∈ U ,

u ≿ v ⇔ ∀c ∈ S,
∑

i∈N(u)

(f(ui)− c) ≥
∑

i∈N(v)

(f(vi)− c) .

Because ≿ satisfies Pareto and transitivity, S is convex; the convexity of S is established
by BBD’s Theorem 7.11. Because S is convex, if S is bounded, S is either one point or is
an interval. If the critical set is a bounded, non-point interval, then ≿ is Critical-Band
Generalized Utilitarianism (BBD, p. 250). If the critical set is a point, then ≿ is complete
and it is Critical-Level Generalized Utilitarianism (CLGU), which was first characterized
by Blackorby and Donaldson (1984).

Definition 2 Critical-Level Generalized Utilitarianism (BBD p. 166). There exists a continu-
ous and increasing function f : R → R and a critical-level for lifetime utility c ∈ R such that for
any u,v ∈ U ,

u ≿ v ⇔
∑

i∈N(u)

(f(ui)− c) ≥
∑

i∈N(v)

(f(vi)− c) .

If no claim is made about the size of the critical set, we have Same-Number General-
ized Utilitarianism:
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Definition 3 Same-Number Generalized Utilitarianism (BBD p. 185). There exists a
continuous and increasing function f : R → R such that, and any u,v ∈ U such that n(u) =
n(v),

u ≿ v ⇔
∑

i∈N(u)

f(ui) ≥
∑

i∈N(v)

f(vi).

In each case, we can extend the representation to lotteries by defining an Expected
version.

Definition 4 Expected Critical-Set Generalized Utilitarianism. There exists a continuous
and increasing function f : R → R and a critical set for lifetime utility S ⊆ R, such that, for any
p, q ∈ L,

p ≿ q ⇔ ∀c ∈ S,
∑
u∈U

p(u)
∑

i∈N(u)

(f(ui)− c) ≥
∑
u∈U

q(u)
∑

i∈N(u)

(f(ui)− c) .

Definition 5 Expected Critical-Level Generalized Utilitarianism. There exists a continuous
and increasing function f : R → R and a critical level for lifetime utility c ∈ R, such that, for
any p, q ∈ L,

p ≿ q ⇔
∑
u∈U

p(u)
∑

i∈N(u)

(f(ui)− c) ≥
∑
u∈U

q(u)
∑

i∈N(u)

(f(ui)− c) .

Gustafsson (2020) informally described a version of Expected Critical-Set Generalized
Utilitarianism (p. 94), based on a proposal for “undistinguishedness” as a category
of absolute value, but without an axiomatic characterization. Notice that there’s a
version of Expected Critical-Set Generalized Utilitarianism and Expected Same-Number
Generalized Utilitarianism where the set of critical levels is the set of all reals (or, if f is
bounded, is a superset of the image of f ), so it’s incomplete for any different-number
comparison. Restricted to comparisons of sure outcomes, this resembles Bader (2022).

3.2 Expected Multi-Utility

Definition 6 Multi-Utility. There exists a set Φ of functions ϕ : U → R such that, for any
u,v ∈ U , u ≿ v ⇔ ∀ϕ ∈ Φ, ϕ(u) ≥ ϕ(v).

Notice that ≿ satisfies Critical-Set Generalized Utilitarianism if and only if ≿ has a
Multi-Utility representation in which each ϕ is Critical-Level Generalized Utilitarian.
Moreover, all ϕ ∈ Φ share the same function f and differ only in their critical levels c;
|Φ| = |S|, and for each c ∈ S there is a ϕ ∈ Φ with critical level c.
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Definition 7 Expected Multi-Utility. There exists a set Φ of functions ϕ : U → R such that, for
any p, q ∈ L,

p ≿ q ⇔ ∀ϕ ∈ Φ,
∑
u∈U

p(u)ϕ(u) ≥
∑
u∈U

q(u)ϕ(u).

Each ϕ defines a complete and transitive ordering of U , which we will write as ≿ϕ,
such that, for all u,v ∈ U,u ≿ϕ v ⇔ ϕ(u) ≥ ϕ(v).

As noted earlier, Expected Multi-Utility can be derived from standard axiomatic con-
straints on preferences (dropping completeness). Consider the following three standard
axioms:

Strong Independence p ≿ q if and only if αp+ (1− α)r ≿ αq + (1− α)r for α ∈ (0, 1).

Mixture Continuity If for all α ∈ (0, 1], αp+ (1− α)r ≻ q, then p ≿ q.

Archimedeanness If p ≻ q ≻ r then there are α, β ∈ (0, 1) such that αp + (1 − α)r ≻ q

and q ≻ βp+ (1− β)r.

By McCarthy et al. (2021) Theorem 2.4, these imply the existence of an Expected
Multi-Utility representation (see their Theorem 2.5 for alternative axiomatization, and
also Dubra et al. (2004)).

4 Critical-Set Generalized Utilitarianism:
A Characterization without Negative Dominance

The main result of this section is that Expected Multi-Utility, Personal Good, and the Basic
Axioms characterize Critical-Set Generalized Utilitarianism. Two basic building blocks
are Existence Independence and Extended Replication Invariance, which are important
properties of population ethics for risk-free variable-population social outcomes. Here
we show that Personal Good is sufficient for each ≿ϕ to have these two properties, if ≿
satisfies the Basic Axioms and if it admits an Expected Multi-Utility Representation.

To state Personal Good requires notation for individual prospects, conditional on
existence. First, for any p ∈ L, let N(p) denote the set of individuals with a positive
probability of existence in p, i.e., the set of i such that i ∈ N(u) for some u in the support of
p. Then, for any i ∈ N(p), let pi : R → [0, 1] exist and be defined as pi(x) =

∑
{u∈U :ui=x} p(u)∑

{u∈U :i∈N(u)} p(u)
.

This represents the probability, on lottery p, that individual i receives welfare level x,
conditional on i existing.
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Axiom 1 Personal Good. Suppose p, q ∈ L have the property that each possible person has
the same probability of existing in either lottery—that is, for all i ∈ N,

∑
{u∈U :i∈N(u)} p(u) =∑

{u∈U :i∈N(u)} q(u). Then:

• if pi = qi for all i ∈ N(p) (or equivalently, all i ∈ N(q)), then p ∼ q;

• if there exists a non-empty set of possible people M ⊆ N(p) such that, for all i ∈ M ,
pi first-order stochastically dominates qi, and for all remaining j ∈ N(p), pj = qj , then
p ≻ q.4

Personal Good allows us to show that each ≿ϕ satisfies Existence Independence.5 We
do this by an argument similar to those in Thomas (2022) and Gustafsson et al. (2023).

Definition 8 Existence Independence (BBD p. 159). For any three outcomes u,v,w ∈ U with
N(w) disjoint from N(u) and N(v), u ≿ v ⇔ uw ≿ vw.

Lemma 1. If ≿ has an Expected Multi-Utility representation and satisfies Personal Good and
the Basic Axioms then:

• for all ϕ ∈ Φ, ≿ϕ satisfies Existence Independence, and therefore,

• ≿ satisfies Existence Independence.

Proof. Choose any ϕ. Then ≿ϕ is a complete ordering of U . Assume for indirect proof
that there exist u,v,w ∈ U such that Existence Independence fails, and without loss
of generality that u ≿ϕ v. Then, by adding the real-valued ϕ-terms, it must be that
ϕ(u) + ϕ(vw) > ϕ(v) + ϕ(uw). If so, then by Expected Multi-Utility, it cannot be that
⟨uw,v⟩ ≿ ⟨u,vw⟩, but this is required by Personal Good (which holds that ⟨uw,v⟩ ∼
⟨u,vw⟩), so there is a contradiction. The reverse direction (from wu ≿ wv to w ≿ v)
follows by a similar argument.

It then follows that ≿ satisfies Existence Independence. If u ≿ v then, for each ϕ, u ≿ϕ v;
so, for each ϕ, uw ≿ϕ vw; so uw ≿ vw. These are equivalences so the reverse direction
holds as well.

With Existence Independence, we can show that each ≿ϕ satisfies Extended Replica-
tion Invariance.

4The equal-prospect part of Personal Good is what McCarthy (2017), McCarthy et al. (2020), and Thomas
(2022) call Anteriority.

5This principle is often called “Separability”, especially in the philosophical literature.
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Definition 9 Extended Replication Invariance (BBD p. 165). For any two outcomes u,v ∈ U

and any k ∈ N, u ≿ v ⇔
k times︷ ︸︸ ︷

uu . . .u ≿
k times︷ ︸︸ ︷

vv . . .v .

Lemma 2. If ≿ has an Expected Multi-Utility representation and satisfies Personal Good and
the Basic Axioms then

• each ≿ϕ satisfies Extended Replication Invariance, and therefore,

• ≿ satisfies Extended Replication Invariance.

Proof. Choose any ϕ and any u,v ∈ U such that u ≿ϕ v and any k ∈ N. For use in
the proof, choose any w ∈ U . By Existence Independence, u ≿ϕ v ⇔ uw ≿ϕ vw and
u ≿ v ⇔ uw ≿ vw. Because ≿ satisfies Personal Good, each ≿ϕ must be consistent with
it. So by Personal Good, Anonymity, and Expected Multi-Utility,

⟨
k times︷ ︸︸ ︷

uw,uw, . . . ,uw⟩ ∼ ⟨w
k times︷ ︸︸ ︷

uu . . .u,

k−1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
w,w, . . . ,w⟩, and so

kϕ(uw) = ϕ

(
w

k times︷ ︸︸ ︷
uu . . .u

)
+ (k − 1)ϕ(w).

and similarly for v. ≿ϕ is a complete and transitive order, so we now have that

kϕ(uw) ≥ kϕ(vw) ⇔ ϕ

(
w

k times︷ ︸︸ ︷
uu . . .u

)
+ (k − 1)ϕ(w) ≥ ϕ

(
w

k times︷ ︸︸ ︷
vv . . .v

)
+ (k − 1)ϕ(w),

where the latter inequality is equivalent to

ϕ

(
w

k times︷ ︸︸ ︷
uu . . .u

)
≥ ϕ

(
w

k times︷ ︸︸ ︷
vv . . .v

)
.

And finally by Existence Independence, that is equivalent to
k times︷ ︸︸ ︷

uu . . .u ≿ϕ

k times︷ ︸︸ ︷
vv . . .v. Because

all steps are equivalences, the proof holds in both directions. And because Extended
Replication Invariance holds for all ϕ, it holds for ≿.

Although an Expected Multi-Utility approach would seem to be permissive, these
results show that Personal Good considerably narrows the possibilities for members of
Φ. That is because Existence Independence and Extended Replication Invariance are
known to rule out many families of social welfare functions that have been named and
investigated in the population ethics literature. Any type of CLGU (including Total
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Utilitarianism) is consistent with both. But Average Utilitarianism, although consistent
with Extended Replication Invariance, is not consistent with Existence Independence.
In “Variable-Value” social welfare functions, adding lives at a given welfare level has
diminishing marginal impact on social welfare (Hurka, 1983; Bossert et al., 2023). These
typically reject both Existence Independence and Extended Replication Invariance (Black-
orby et al., 2005). Both Number-Dampened Generalized Utilitarianism (Ng, 1989; Spears
and Stefánsson, 2024) and Rank-Discounted Generalized Utilitarianism (Asheim and
Zuber, 2014; Pivato, 2020; Spears and Stefánsson, 2021) reject both of these principles. So,
even in a Multi-Utility framework, Personal Good rules out that any of the ≿ϕ can have
an Average or Variable-Value form.

We use one final assumption to pin down a representation for ≿. So far, we have
characterized ≿ϕ without making any assumptions about the completeness of ≿. But
we now assume that fixed-population comparisons are complete. In doing this, our goal
is to set aside the possibility of incompleteness arising for reasons other than population
ethics. If the functions f mapping lifetime utility into social value differ across ϕ (perhaps
because different ϕ have different inequality aversion or risk aversion), then ≿ could
be incomplete even for fixed-population comparisons. But this would be a distraction
from the population ethics focus of this paper, so we introduce an axiom to eliminate this
possibility.

Axiom 7 Same-Population Completeness. For any u,v ∈ U such that N(u) = N(v), either
u ≿ v, or u ≾ v, or both.

Lemma 3. If ≿ has an Expected Multi-Utility representation and satisfies Personal Good,
Same-Population Completeness and the Basic Axioms, then ≿ restricted to certain outcomes
is Same-Number Generalized Utilitarian. Moreover, each ≿ϕ is Same-Number Generalized
Utilitarian.

Proof. This follows immediately from BBD’s Theorem 6.2 because all of the conditions
are met. In our notation, it says: ≿ [which they elsewhere assume to be a complete,
anonymous social order] satisfies continuity, strong Pareto, same-number independence
[which is implied by Existence Independence], and replication invariance [which is im-
plied by Extended Replication Invariance] if and only if ≿ is Same-Number Generalized
Utilitarian.

The fact that ≿ restricted to certain outcomes is Same-Number Generalized Utili-
tarianism has an important implication. Even if all ϕ were additively separable, they
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could have had different sub-functions f . Personal Good rules this disagreement out and
collapses all ϕ down to one shared f . With this, we are ready for our main result:

Proposition 1. The following statements are equivalent:

• ≿ has an Expected Multi-Utility representation and satisfies Personal Good, Same-
Population Completeness and the Basic Axioms.

• ≿ is Expected Critical-Set Generalized Utilitarianism.

If, moreover, there exists u,v,w,x ∈ U and a, b, c, d ∈ R such that ua ≿ u, vb ≾ v, c ̸= d,
wc is not ranked against w, and xd is not ranked against x, then ≿ is Expected Critical-Band
Generalized Utilitarianism.

Proof. That the representation implies the axioms is trivial, so we will prove that the
axioms imply the representation. We will show that each ≿ϕ is CLGU with the same f

but potentially with different critical levels. Because Expected Multi-Utility holds that,
for any u,v u ≿ v implies u ≿ϕ v, and in the context of assuming Same-Population
Completeness, each ≿ϕ inherits the Basic Axioms.

First we will show that each ϕ is additive CLGU on the set of outcomes U . Choose
any u,v ∈ U . Without loss of generality, let n(v) ≥ n(u). Fix any x ∈ R. By Existence
Independence, u ≿ v ⇔ ux ≿ vx. Because each ϕ is expectational, this is true if and only
if

⟨ux,
n(v)−1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x ⟩ ≿ ⟨vx,

n(v)−1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x ⟩

By Personal Good,

u ≿ v ⇔ ⟨xu1, xu2, . . . , xun(u),

n(v)−n(u) times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x ⟩ ≿ ⟨xv1, xv2, . . . xvn(v)⟩.

So by Expected Multi-Utility, u ≿ v if and only if for all ϕ,

n(u)∑
i=1

ϕ(xui) + (n(v)− n(u))ϕ(x) ≥
n(v)∑
i=1

ϕ(xvi),

or, rearranging,
n(u)∑
i=1

(ϕ(xui)− ϕ(x)) ≥
n(v)∑
i=1

(ϕ(xvi)− ϕ(x)) .

Now notice that, for any ui, x ∈ R, Personal Good and anonymity entail that ⟨xx, ui⟩ ∼
⟨x, xui⟩, so ϕ(xx) + ϕ(ui) = ϕ(x) + ϕ(xui), or, rearranging, ϕ(xui) = ϕ(ui) + ϕ(xx)− ϕ(x).
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Then, substituting into the representation:

n(u)∑
i=1

(ϕ(ui) + ϕ(xx)− 2ϕ(x)) ≥
n(v)∑
i=1

(ϕ(vi) + ϕ(xx)− 2ϕ(x)) .

By Same-Number Generalized Utilitarianism, ϕ must rank in accord with f on single-
person populations, so we can let ϕ(ui) = f(ui) and still represent the order. As a
verification that the change in ϕ from adding any life at utility x is a constant, independent
of population size, notice that

∀n ∈ N,∀x ∈ R,∀u ∈ U, ⟨u
n+1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
xx . . . x,u⟩ ∼ ⟨u

n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
xx . . . x,ux⟩,

so

ϕ

(
u

n+1 times︷ ︸︸ ︷
xx . . . x

)
− ϕ

(
u

n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
xx . . . x

)
= ϕ(ux)− ϕ(u) = f(x) + κ.

for some κ. Therefore the remaining term can be absorbed into a constant:∑
i∈N(u)

(f(ui)− cϕ) ≥
∑

i∈N(v)

(f(vi)− cϕ)

So, each ϕ is CLGU. Step 1 has established a Critical-Set Generalized Utilitarian
representation on U with a single continuous and increasing f .

What about lotteries? By the assumption of Expected Multi-Utility, we have that ≿
over L is represented by

p ≿ q ⇔ ∀ϕ ∈ Φ,
∑
u∈U

p(u)ϕ(u) ≥
∑
u∈U

q(u)ϕ(u).

We next verify that if any ϕ is a transformed function of the representation on U , then
that transformation is affine. That is, if ϕ(u) = g

(∑n(u)
i=1 (f(ui)− cϕ)

)
for some increasing

g : R → R, then g is affine. To see this, choose any u,v,w ∈ U . Notice that ⟨uv,w⟩ ∼
⟨u,wv⟩. Therefore

g (ϕ(u) + ϕ(v)) + g (ϕ(w)) = g (ϕ(u)) + g (ϕ(w) + ϕ(v)) ,

which rules out curvature of g.
We have therefore characterized Expected Critical-Set Generalized Utilitarianism,

with S = {cϕ|ϕ ∈ Φ}. The restriction to Expected Critical Band-Utilitarianism further
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requires S to be bounded. This final step uses BBD’s Theorem 7.11. Using a, b, c, d in
the statement of the Proposition, a is an upper bound on S, b is a lower bound on S,
and S is convex, establishing the characterization of Expected Critical-Band Generalized
Utilitarianism.

As intuition for the characterization, apply the logic of Gustafsson et al. (2023), in
which each lottery with only rational probabilities is shown to be equivalent to a large,
certain population. Each ≿ϕ is CLGU. So p and q would each be as good, according
to ϕ, as fixed-population lotteries created by replacing non-existence in a state with
existence at f−1(cϕ) for any person who exists in any state of either lottery. These fixed-
population versions of p and q would also be as good as ones where the number of
supported outcomes is expanded to a large number of equiprobable states. And by ≿ϕ

respecting Personal Good, these are as good as all existences happening in one outcome.
For example, where a, b, d ∈ R are arbitrary lifetime utilities, as before rows are potential
people and columns are outcomes, and the numbers at the top are probabilities of an
outcome, writing c−1

ϕ for f−1(cϕ):

p︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
3

2
3

a ⋆

⋆ b

 ≿

q︷ ︸︸ ︷ 1

d

d

⇔ ∀ϕ,



1
3

1
3

1
3

a c−1
ϕ c−1

ϕ

c−1
ϕ b c−1

ϕ

c−1
ϕ c−1

ϕ b

c−1
ϕ c−1

ϕ c−1
ϕ

c−1
ϕ c−1

ϕ c−1
ϕ

c−1
ϕ c−1

ϕ c−1
ϕ


≿



1
3

1
3

1
3

d c−1
ϕ c−1

ϕ

d c−1
ϕ c−1

ϕ

c−1
ϕ d c−1

ϕ

c−1
ϕ d c−1

ϕ

c−1
ϕ c−1

ϕ d

c−1
ϕ c−1

ϕ d


⇔ ∀ϕ,



1

a

b

b

c−1
ϕ

c−1
ϕ

c−1
ϕ


≿ϕ



1

d

d

d

d

d

d


.

The last comparison is a comparison within U , on which ≿ϕ is represented by CLGU.
All ϕ share the same f , so the only scope for incompleteness that remains is differences
among cϕ.

Notice that none of this necessitates the existence of any different-population-size
comparability, because it could be that S = R (cf. Bader, 2022). But consider this example,
where rows are possible people:

1
2
+ ε 1

2
− ε

2 ⋆

2 2

 ≻


1
2

1
2

1 ⋆

1 1

 .
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If S = R, then the higher-average-utility population is better only if ε = 0, but not if ε > 0.
This seems implausible, and if so would be an argument for bounding S.

5 Critical-Level Generalized Utilitarianism:
A Characterization with Negative Dominance

Axiom 2 Negative Dominance. For any lotteries p, q, if for all u such that p(u) > 0, and all v
such that q(v) > 0 is not the case that u ≿ v, then it is not the case that p ≻ q.

If ≿ is complete, then Negative Dominance is implied by the universally assumed:

Axiom 7 Min-Max Dominance. If for every u in the support of p and every v in the support of
q, u ≻ v, then p ≻ q.

In the absence of completeness, the implication no longer holds. But both dominance
principles are plausible, independently of whether completeness is assumed. In particular,
if there is no outcome in the support of p which is even weakly better than any outcome
in the support of q, then it is hard to explain why p would be better than q—at least, some
very natural explanations are unavailable to us, e.g., that p might yield a better outcome
than q or increases our chance of an outcome at least as good as some desired threshold.
We discuss the connection between Negative Dominance and some other relevant axioms
in Section 6.1.

In population ethics, an Expected Multi-Utility representation need not satisfy Nega-
tive Dominance. Consider an example where one ϕ is Average Utilitarianism and another
ϕ is Total Utilitarianism. Let outcomes a, b, c now be three populations with average
utility 1, 2, and 5, respectively and population sizes 50, 10, and 2, respectively. Then:

ϕAU(a) = 1. ϕAU(b) = 2. ϕAU(c) = 5.

ϕTU(a) = 50. ϕTU(b) = 20. ϕTU(c) = 10.

If lotteries are valued expectationally, then Negative Dominance would be violated.
Proposition 1 rules out this example, however, because Personal Good together

with Expected Multi-Utility rule out average utilitarianism (Gustafsson and Spears,
2022; Gustafsson et al., 2023). What are the implications of Negative Dominance if
Personal Good is assumed? Adding Negative Dominance to Proposition 1 collapses
S to a single critical level and ensures completeness, even while dropping the Same-
Population Completeness axiom (used in Proposition 1).
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Proposition 2. The following statements are equivalent:

• ≿ has an Expected Multi-Utility representation and satisfies Personal Good, the Basic
Axioms, and Negative Dominance.

• ≿ is Expected Critical-Level Generalized Utilitarianism.

Proof. First we show that if ≿ has an Expected Multi-Utility Representation, and satisfies
Personal Good, the Basic Axioms and Negative Dominance, then it satisfies Same-Number
Completeness. Suppose for contradiction that for some u,v with N(u) = N(v) neither
u ≿ v nor v ≿ u. By Same People Continuity for Sure Outcomes, there is a u+ with
N(u) = N(u+), u+

i > ui for some i, u+
j ≥ uj for all j ̸= i and such that neither u+ ≿ v nor

v ≿ u+. By Existence Independence (which, by Lemma 1, is implied by our assumptions),
neither u+u ≿ vu, nor vu ≿ u+u. By Anonymity, the same holds for uv. A similar
argument holds for the relationship between vu, uv and vv. Now consider, in line with
the motivating example:

p̂︷ ︸︸ ︷[
u v

v u

] q̂︷ ︸︸ ︷[
u+ v

u v

]
Personal Good requires that q̂ ≻ p̂, but Negative Dominance requires that q̂ ̸≻ p̂, contra-
dicting our assumption. So ≿ satisfies Same-Number Completeness.

By Proposition 1, it follows that these assumptions imply Expected Critical Set Gen-
eralized Utilitarianism. Suppose now for contradiction there are c, c′ ∈ S with c > c′.
Recall that, by BBD’s Theorem 7.11 and the Basic Axioms, S is a convex set. Now choose
u, v ∈ (f−1(c), f−1(c′)) with u < v and f(v)− f(u) less than both c− f(v) and f(v)− c′..
Now consider, in line with the Motivating Example, the following pair of lotteries:

p∗∗︷ ︸︸ ︷ u u

v ⋆

v ⋆


q∗∗︷ ︸︸ ︷ u u

u ⋆

⋆ u


Personal Good implies that p∗∗ ≻ q∗∗. Expected Critical Set Generalized Utilitarianism

implies that the outcomes in the support of p∗∗ are incomparable with the outcomes in
the support of q∗∗. (Since f(v)− f(u) < c− f(v), the critical level c makes uvv worse than
uu. Since f(v)− f(u) < f(v)− c′, the critical level c′ makes uvv better than uu. Thus, uvv
and uu are incomparable. Since u ∈ (f−1(c), f−1(c′)), u is likewise incomparable with uu.)
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So by Negative Dominance, neither lottery can be better than the other, contradicting our
assumption that there are distinct c, c′ ∈ S.

It may be that there is no u such that f(u) = c, if f is bounded. A further axiom can
rule this possibility out, in the context of the other assumptions of Proposition 2:

Axiom 8 Population non-absolutism for sure outcomes. There exists u ∈ U and a, b ∈ R
such that ua ⊁ u and u ⊁ ub.

Population non-absolutism for sure outcomes rules out that the c of CLGU is greater
than, or less than, every element of the image of f .

6 Conclusion and Discussion

6.1 Why Negative Dominance?

Manzini and Mariotti (2008) introduce the following axiom:

Axiom 9 Vagueness Sure Thing (VST). If p is incomparable with q and r is incomparable with
s, then pαr is incomparable with qαs.

As they observe (p. 310), this axiom rules out Stochastic Dominance, provided there
are outcomes a, a+, b, b+ such that a+ is incomparable with b, a incomparable with b+, but
a+ is strictly better than a and b+ is strictly better than b.

Hare (2010, 2013) presents a weaker axiom, in a Savage-style framework, where
actions are functions from states to outcomes:

Axiom 10 Statewise Negative Dominance. For any actions f, g, if for every state s, f(s) is not
weakly better than g(s), then f is not strictly better than g.

Although this principle is intuitively weaker than the VST because of its restriction
to comparisons in the same states, Hare provides an example that Bader (2018) shows
presents a conflict between Statewise Negative Dominance and Stochastic Dominance,
provided there are again outcomes a, a+, b, b+, as above.

The assumption that such quadruples exist is a very modest richness assumption,
which is natural in applications like the ones we have considered. Stochastic Dominance
is almost universally assumed. So the incompatibility of these earlier axioms with
Stochastic Dominance is a strong mark against them. Negative Dominance is consistent
with Stochastic Dominance in general (see Lederman (2023)). We take this to show that it
is interestingly weaker than the earlier axioms. However, as we have shown, it is still
strong enough to imply completeness with Personal Good in the background.
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6.2 Related Literature Weakening Harsanyi’s Approach to Welfare Economics Under
Risk

Variable-population incompleteness has long been a prominent threat to finding a con-
sensus in population ethics that could be applied to questions of economic and policy
importance. Parfit’s (1986) Depletion case (§123) offered a powerful early response, based
on the substantive implausibility of the implication that different human futures with
radically different wellbeing—but also different populations—could not be compared as
better or worse. This paper offers a different response, arguing from axiomatic population
ethics, rather than cases.

Our response joins an active recent literature, following Fleurbaey (2009), that has
weakened Harsanyi’s aggregation theorem for social choice under risk. These include
Danan et al. (2015), McCarthy et al. (2020), Spears and Zuber (2022), Li et al. (2023),
Gustafsson et al. (2023). A theme of this literature is that the assumptions of Harsanyi’s
project can be considerably weakened: Additively-separable social evaluation can result
from many different sets of plausible decision-making principles applied to risky social
outcomes.

One question is what are the most plausible options that remain for a theorist seek-
ing to reject an additively-separable, generalized-totalist social welfare function.6 One
option is to reject Negative Dominance or Expected Multi-Utility as requirements for
social decision-making under risk. But Negative Dominance is plausible, and each ϕ is
additively-separable CLGU even without it. As long as S is bounded, dropping Negative
Dominance would still result in Expected Critical-Band Generalized Utilitarianism. And
Expected Multi-Utility can be derived from weak principles (McCarthy et al., 2021).

Another option would be to reject Personal Good, perhaps in the egalitarian spirit
of Fleurbaey (2010). But Gustafsson et al. (2023) have recently offered an alternative
axiomatzation of Expected CLGU that uses a weakened axiom of Personal Good which,
considered in isolation, is compatible with egalitarian choice for fixed-population social
risk. And while incompleteness is not as central to their contribution as it is in this
paper, they use dominance axioms that, in isolation, do not assume away incompleteness.
More radically, one might deny that it is possible to identify individuals across different
possible outcomes (i.e., in philosophical parlance, that there are any true “transworld
identities”), as Personal Good and all related ex ante Pareto axioms require. In this

6We explore a similar question in greater depth in Tarsney et al. (2024), which is a companion paper in
the philosophy literature that considers the implications of Personal Good and Negative Dominance in the
absence of Expected Multi-Utility and without the characterization results of this paper.
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case, any principle in the spirit of Personal Good will be either incoherent (if such cross-
outcome identifications are incoherent) or vacuous (if such identifications are coherent
but always false).

A third option is to reject the whole project of learning about the evaluative ranking of
populations by considering decisions under risk. Arguably the “better than” relation for
outcomes or populations is more fundamental than the “better than” relation for lotteries,
and one can’t properly reason from the latter to the former.7 In this case, we should
conclude that if there is antecedent reason to think that some outcomes are incomparable,
then either Negative Dominance, Personal Good, or one of our other assumptions about
the ranking of lotteries must be false, even if we don’t know which.

Ultimately, we see our results and the recent literature it joins as bolstering a version
of Harsanyi’s project of justifying additively-separable social welfare evaluation on the
basis of decision-making under risk.8 Even without addressing contentious issues about
the shape of f , the measurement of ui, or the possibilities for c, the results of this recent
literature have substantive implications, such as:

• Non-separable approaches such as average utilitarianism are rejected. This is
relevant to efforts in population ethics to avoid the “repugnant conclusion” (Zuber
et al., 2021), because the pivotal “mere addition” axiom is closely related to existence
independence/separability (see Ng, 1989; Blackorby et al., 2005).

• If adding any life at wellbeing u⋆ ever leaves any population at least as good, then
adding any other life at any wellbeing greater than u⋆ always makes any population
better. This is true however large the population, so variable-value population
ethics is rejected.

• Risk and population size trade off against one another in an expectation-taking way.
So do average wellbeing and population size.

Each of these conclusions would hold for Critical-Band Generalized Utilitarianism, even
without Negative Dominance. And even without precise measurement of wellbeing,

7As an analogy: It would seem odd to reason from the claims that (1) “two sets are equinumerous iff
there’s a bijection between them” and (2) “every set is more numerous than its proper subsets” to the claim
that “there are no infinite sets”, because what mathematical objects exist seems like a prior question to how to
compare the sizes of mathematical objects.

8Here we intentionally weaken Harsanyi’s claim of justifying “utilitarianism.” Sen and Weymark
influentially criticized Harsanyi’s interpretation of von Neumann–Morgenstern utilities (f in our notation)
as utilitarian wellbeing, but see Greaves (2017). Additive separability is important in population ethics and
in social choice under risk whether f is linear, concave, or something else.
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sometimes these conclusions will have clear implications in practically-relevant cases (be-
cause they are conditional on other judgments). Collectively, the results of this literature
are narrowing the alternative paths and highlighting that such alternatives have sharper
theoretical costs than have been previously recognized.
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